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Activator - Related Search
Terms:“He doesn’t need to see
every possible outcome, but he

must have in his head one
possible outcome,” Ryan said.

“If that is what it is, then to take
action on it, he must have that
much in his head. That is what

we have to understand. And this
president should not be afraid to
do it. There are things that you

don’t want to see, but if you
have a president that says he
thinks this, he will believe
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it.”After a video of a phone
dropping in the Indian ocean

circulated online, experts have
speculated about whether the

plastic debris is responsible for
contributing to a recent and
massive shark attack off the
Philippines. According to an

interview with CNN
Philippines, “shark researchers

say a large part of it is
plausible.” “It’s possible, it’s one

among many things it can be,
but it’s just a possibility,” said
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Victor Murdina, a field marine
biologist who worked for the
University of Guam on shark

behavior research, as quoted by
The Huffington Post. “I think

it’s also important to note that a
large majority of the carcasses
we see floating in the ocean are

not from shark attacks. So it
could be from other sources of
debris.” While plastic debris

poses a danger to all creatures,
sharks are often the victims of
plastic when they mistake the
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